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each other is large and diverse. Some signaling molecules
(e.g., nitrous oxide) are small. At the other extreme are
proteins such as Drosophila Decapentaplegic (Dpp, a bone
morphogenic protein (BMP) homolog), Hedgehog (Hh),
Branchless/Fibroblast growth factor (FGF), and Wingless
(Wg, a Wnt homolog). In various contexts in many animals,
these signaling proteins signal at both short and long
distances after moving from producing to recipient cells.
Although we are undoubtedly ignorant of many fascinating
details about the processes that generate these signals in
producing cells and respond to them in recipient cells, the
general outlines of production and response are firmly estab-
lished and many key components have been identified. In
contrast, despite much experimental and theoretical work,
the question of how these proteins move between cells is
controversial. This question is important for elucidating
the mechanisms of pattern formation, and its resolution
will have broad general implications for cell-cell signaling
in many contexts during development and in disease.
This essay focuses on the mechanism that distributes the
Dpp morphogen across the Drosophila wing imaginal disc.
Althoughmany models have been proposed for the formation
of the Dpp gradients in thewing disc, a full discussion of their
particulars is beyond the scope of this essay. Instead, I focus on
the proposal that Dpp diffuses freely in the extracellular space
that adjoins thewing disc, and discuss why, despite its claims,
a recent study titled ‘‘Free Extracellular Diffusion Creates the
DppMorphogenGradient of theDrosophilaWingDisc’’ from
Zhou et al. (1) does not settle the issue. The free extracellular
diffusionmodel posits thatDpp is released fromDpp-express-
ing cells, and that Dpp takes a random walk in extracellular
space, eventually binding to receptors that are exposed on
the outside of target cells. To study how the Dpp gradients
form, Zhou et al. (1) applied sensitive visual methods to
monitor themovement of an ectopically expressed fluorescent
Dpp fusion protein, DppDendra2. Using classical diffusion
theory and assumptions about the rates of receptor binding,
the size and form of Dpp, and the nature of the extracellular
environment, they report that calculations for diffusion rates
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mechanism; moreover, there are several reasons for
concluding that free extracellular diffusion cannot generate
the distributions of signaling proteins that must exist in the
wing disc. In the discussion that follows, I briefly describe
several issues that should discount free extracellular diffusion
as a possible mechanism, and also describe an alternative
mechanism that I favor: cytoneme-mediated direct delivery.DPP GRADIENTS IN THE WING DISC
In the wing primordium portion of the wing disc, anterior
compartment cells along the anteroposterior border produce
Dpp that exits the cells and forms mirror-image concentra-
tion gradients that decline monotonically toward the disc
flanks (Fig. 1). Work from many laboratories has established
that Dpp in these gradients regulates target-cell gene expres-
sion in a concentration-dependent fashion. Fig. 2 depicts
two of the several mechanisms that have been proposed to
explain how these gradients form: free extracellular diffu-
sion and cytoneme-mediated direct delivery. In contrast to
free extracellular diffusion, the cytoneme-based mechanism
posits that morphogens transfer at points of direct contact
between producing and target cells even when there are
many intervening cells. Cytonemes are specialized signal-
ing filopodia (2), and in the wing disc, the Dpp receptor
Thickveins is present in cytonemes that extend from target
cells toward Dpp-expressing cells (3).DIFFUSION IS ONE MECHANISM OF DISPERSION
There is ample evidence that morphogens such as Dpp
disperse over many cell diameters from their sites of expres-
sion. Although many researchers in this field have assumed
that Dpp and other morphogens diffuse across develop-
mental fields, dispersion is not synonymous with diffusion.
Diffusion is only one mechanism of dispersion, and this
distinction is important. The distribution of Dpp across a
field of target cells is based on hard evidence, but ascribing
its movement to diffusion is not.MORPHOGEN GRADIENTS FORM IN TISSUES
WITH COMPLEX ANATOMICAL STRUCTURES
The discovery that many pattern-forming genes are ex-
pressed in discrete, geographically defined groups of cells,http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.bpj.2012.10.025
FIGURE 1 Dpp expression and Dpp gradients in the third-instar wing
disc. The drawing of a wing disc (left) depicts features of the CE, with
its A/P compartment border (black line), wing blade primordium, and stripe
of Dpp-expressing cells (dark green) oriented dorsal side down. The rela-
tive position of the stripe of Dpp-expressing cells in the PE is depicted in
light green. Dpp gradients in the region outlined by the purple box that
are formed by DppGFP expressed under the control of dpp-Gal4 (upper
right) are from Kicheva et al. (8) and are depicted graphically (lower right).
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and seminal (see review in Tabata and Takei (18)). These
expression domains, as well as the concentration gradients
of the morphogens they generate, now underpin our
concepts of developmental organizers. The developmental
organizer at the anteroposterior (A/P) border of the wing
disc is one of the most intensively studied and arguably
the best understood of these organizers. It makes the Dpp
that disperses across the disc (Fig. 1). In their studies,
Zhou et al. (1) focused on the wing blade primordium,
a region of the disc that is considered to be a planar mono-
layer and is bisected by a straight and relatively uniform
stripe of Dpp-expressing cells. Although this apparently
uncomplicated architecture has encouraged elegant models
of Dpp gradient formation, the shape of the disc is in fact
complex, and such models do not appropriately account
for the wing disc’s anatomy. Importantly, they also do not
account for the topography of its signaling landscape, i.e.,
the precise physical relationships between the cells that
make signaling proteins and the fields of cells that receive
these signals. The cytoneme mechanism satisfies both.FIGURE 2 Two models of signaling protein dispersion. The drawings
show morphogen protein (red) in transit from a morphogen-producing
cell (pink) dispersing either by free extracellular diffusion (top) or by direct
delivery (bottom) along cytonemes (black lines).The third-instar wing disc is a flattened sac that is
populated on one side by columnar cells (the columnar
epithelium (CE) that generates the wing blade and most
structures of the adult notum) and on the apposing side by
squamous cells (the peripodial epithelium (PE)). The two
epithelia are joined along their edges by cuboidal margin
cells. The Dpp gradients that regulate the CE are generated
by the columnar cells, and the best available evidence indi-
cates that Dpp distributes along the apical surfaces that line
the lumenal cavity of the wing disc (Fig. 3) (4). These gradi-
ents extend across ~35–40 columnar cells to each flank of
the disc, as much as 100–120 mm.
The stripe of Dpp-expressing cells that transects the CE
extends beyond the ventral-most cells through the cuboidal
cells at the ventral margin and to the PE, which it also tran-
sects (Figs. 1 and 3). The key point for consideration here
is that the columnar and peripodial layers each have a stripe
of Dpp-expressing cells, but in the late third-instar disc, the
stripes in the two layers do not overlie each other—in the
wing blade primordium, they are offset by ~50–60 mm.
And, despite the short distance between the layers (no more
than 6 mm in the region of the wing blade primordium), the
absence of a physical barrier, and the presence of the Dpp
receptor on both the columnar and peripodial cells, there is
no evidence of Dpp signaling across the lumenal space.
The simplest model is that Dpp only targets cells in the layer
where it is produced. However, because there is no evidence
that Dpp produced by columnar cells is different from Dpp
produced by peripodial cells, Dpp produced by either layer
is likely to be competent to signal to both layers. Therefore,
to generate the observed concentration gradients (Fig. 3, C
and D), the Dpp produced by each layer must be constrained
to signal only to the layer that produces it. It is not apparent
how free extracellular diffusion in the apical lumen might
be so constrained. Moreover, the tissue model that was
used by Zhou et al. (1) for mathematical calculations, in
which ‘‘secreted molecules diffuse along channels between
cells, the ‘walls’ of which contain receptors’’ (5), apparently
is not based on dispersion within the apical lumen. In
contrast, cytonemes that track along the surfaces of the
columnar and peripodial layers can transfer Dpp at points
of direct contact, and if such contacts are specific to each
layer, then the relative proximity of the layers is not an issue.
A second problem with free diffusion gradients is the
relationship of their isocontours to the shapes of the epithe-
lial sheets of the disc (Fig. 3 E). The small set of columnar
cells that Zhou et al. (1) studied and modeled are near the
Dpp source cells where the epithelium appears to be rela-
tively flat, and the drawing of a wing disc in Fig. 1, as
well as similar images from micrographs in numerous publi-
cations, give the misleading impression that the disc is
a planar sheet of cells. However, whereas the PE is relatively
flat, the CE has several deep folds and the wing pouch
primordium region has a dome-like curvature (Fig. 3, A
and C). The consequence is that the lumenal space hasBiophysical Journal 103(11) 2252–2256
FIGURE 3 Complex topographies of the wing
disc epithelia. (A) Cross section showing folds of
the disc layers (from Meyer et al. (17)). The disc
was stained with phalloidin and mounted on its
side. (B) The fluorescent micrograph is a slightly
flattened cross section of the region indicated by
dashed white oval in A from a disc stained with
a-Dpp antibody for external Dpp and a-Dlg (from
Gibson et al. (4)). Note the presence of Dpp in the
lumenal cavity, and Dpp along the surface of the
CE in the lumenal cleft (stars), but the absence of
Dpp in the space that forms at the lumenal cleft
(arrow) between the CE and the PE. (C) The
drawing depicts a cross section of the wing blade
primordium, showing the spatial juxtaposition of
the columnar and peripodial layers and domed
shape. Green arrows represent the presumed paths
of Dpp in the lumenal cavity. (D) Pictorial and
graphical representations of morphogen that
disperses by free extracellular diffusion (from
Zhou et al. (1)). (E) Drawings depict folds of an
epithelium (left), the presumed response of cells
in the epithelium (red) to a continuous concentra-
tion gradient of morphogen (green, middle), and
the lack of correlation of the response of the epithe-
lium to the theoretical distribution of morphogen if
it disperses by free diffusion in the extracellular
space at the upper surface of the epithelium (right).
2254 Kornberga complex shape; however, its shape has not been incorpo-
rated into mathematical models. Complex anatomy is not
unique to the wing disc, and its relevance to morphogen
dispersion mechanisms in the leg imaginal disc was previ-
ously noted by Teleman et al. (6). These authors pointed
out that Dpp forms a long-range gradient that patterns
the leg along the proximal-distal axis, but because the leg
disc is highly folded, the disc cells that will generate the
distal-most tip of the leg are very close to the cells that gen-
erate the proximal leg. Free extracellular diffusion can
generate concentration gradients (Fig. 3 D), but it cannot
generate concentration gradients that decline monotonically
across an epithelial sheet if the sheet is folded (Fig. 3 E). In
contrast to free-diffusion-generated gradients that are rele-
vant only to idealized shapes, gradients generated by cyto-
nemes that track along the surface of a folded epithelium
can conform to the epithelium and reflect its topography.THE WING DISC IS AN UNPROVEN EX VIVO
SYSTEM
The wing disc has many fortunate attributes that have been
exploited to study its development, but with current technol-
ogies, it cannot be analyzed at single-cell resolutionwhile it is
inside a larva. High-resolution studies have required dissec-
tion of the larva, severing of the disc from the larval hypo-
dermis, separation from adjoining discs and trachea, and
flat mounting on a microscope slide. The disc morphology
and cellular extensions of the disc cells are acutely sensitive
to pressure, and even without the weight of an overlyingBiophysical Journal 103(11) 2252–2256coverslip, the face of the disc that adheres directly to a glass
surface will flatten. Despite much effort, there have been no
reports of de novo morphogen signaling in isolated wing
discs. Therefore, although isolated discs may provide a snap-
shot of a disc’s state, time-dependent changes in isolated discs
are not informative if we do not know whether and the extent
to which signaling might be compromised by the methods
that were used to prepare the discs. We also do not know
which active processes in an isolated disc are faithful to
normal development. Flattening the disc to remove the curva-
ture of the domed wing blade primordium is optimal for
imaging, but flattening distorts the disc and may compromise
the transport of signaling proteins. Regarding the studies of
Zhou et al. (1), it is unclear whether the integrity of the disc
morphology was preserved, especially because in some
experiments thewing discs were mounted in Ringer solution,
which is optically advantageous but causes significant,
irreversible, and abnormal changes to cell morphology.
Furthermore, although DppDendra2 may move under
their experimental conditions, there is no evidence that
DppDendra2 is capable of moving from producing to target
cells. Without such evidence, we cannot evaluate whether
the ex vivo characterizations of active processes monitor a
normalmechanism ofmovement that is biologically relevant.DPP MOVES IN AN UNCHARACTERIZED
MICROENVIRONMENT
The 1970 paper by Francis Crick (7) that helped launch the
field of morphogen gradient modeling predated the
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rectly) that the relevant morphogens are low-molecular-
weight organic molecules that move efficiently between
and through cells. This assumption simplified calculations
by treating the milieu in which the morphogen moves as
inert and functionally transparent. It is more difficult to
gauge the impact of the extracellular environment on a
journey that free extracellular protein would make from
producing to target cells. Because secreted protein morpho-
gens might confront impermeable cell membranes and
might interact with both receptor and nonreceptor compo-
nents, values must be chosen for parameters such as
geometric tortuosity (the effect of physical obstacles on
diffusive path lengths), viscous effects (a combination of
fluid viscosity and reversible interactions with immobilized
components), and extracellular volume. Although these
parameters can be estimated (5), direct measurements are
not possible with current technologies, and no experimental
data are available for comparison. In particular, we cannot
have confidence in extracellular volume estimates calcu-
lated from electron micrographs that are prone to prepara-
tion artifacts.THE UNCERTAIN FORM AND STATE OF IN
TRANSIT DPP
To understand how Dpp moves, and to estimate a diffusion
coefficient, it is essential to know the form of Dpp that
disperses across the wing disc. Although the mathematical
modeling of Zhou et al. (1) treated Dpp as a single molecule
in solution, a significant fraction of Dpp in fixed discs is in
large, discrete puncta (1,8), and motile Dpp in unfixed discs
is also punctate (8,9). These Dpp-rich puncta have not been
characterized, but it appears that Dpp is not unique in this
regard: Hh and Wg are also present in motile vesicles
(10,11). Without a clear understanding of either the dimen-
sions or functions of the Dpp-containing puncta, or of the
fraction of total Dpp that they represent, it is not apparent
how the results from simulations of single molecules can
be correlated with experimental data.
A second fundamental issue is whether Dpp that is en
route to target cells is extracellular or is bound in some
manner to cell membranes. There are many well-character-
ized extracellular proteins that are released from cells
(e.g., insulin and growth hormones), as well as externalized
proteins that are exposed on the external face of a plasma
membrane but are not released. The question here is
whether the Dpp protein that moves between the disc cells
is actually extracellular. The image of the DppGFP gradient
reproduced in Fig. 1 clearly shows DppGFP that has
moved many cell diameters from producing cells, and the
assumption has been that this protein is extracellular, that
it is not directly associated with cells. Indeed, investigators
have visualized the DppGFP gradient with antibody using
protocols in which unfixed discs were stained to detectsecreted extracellular protein (9,12). The key point,
however, is that these histological methods cannot discrim-
inate between extracellular protein that is free from any
attachment to a cell and protein that is externalized but
tethered to a cell membrane. The term ‘‘external staining’’
may be a more precise way to describe the detection of
antigen when antibody is applied to unfixed tissue with
such methods.
The distance between externalized protein that is tethered
to the cell surface and protein that is free in the adjacent
extracellular space may be small, but this difference is crit-
ical for the mechanism of movement. Dpp detected by
antibody in the lumenal cavity is clearly distant from both
the columnar and peripodial cell bodies shown in Fig. 3
B, but the resolution of these images is insufficient to
discriminate whether the protein is free in the extracellular
fluid. Furthermore, because the cytonemes that extend over
the apical surfaces of the columnar cells (3,13) are not
visible in these fixed preparations, these images do not
resolve whether the protein is associated with cytonemes.
It is interesting to note that although Dpp is in the lumenal
cavity adjacent to the wing blade primordium (Fig. 3 B),
Dpp does not fill the cleft at the perimeter of the wing blade
primordium. Nevertheless, Dpp is present at the apical
surface of the columnar cells that form the cleft and in the
lumenal cavity adjacent to the cells that are dorsal to the
cleft. Although such images can be misleading, the Dpp
distribution in Fig. 3B is consistent with cytoneme-
mediated direct delivery, but not with free extracellular
diffusion.CONCLUSIONS
This critique focuses on the experimental design and
interpretations of Zhou et al. (1), but the issues it raises
are relevant to most other studies of morphogen gradients,
especially those that model morphogen dispersion. Model-
ing has made seminal contributions to concepts of mor-
phogen signaling (7,14,15) and to identifying interesting
aspects of the behavior of ligand-receptor systems (re-
viewed in Lander et al. (16)). However, the significance of
modeled behaviors that depend upon unknown variables
and unverified assumptions is uncertain. Most importantly,
it seems reasonable to expect that the basic mechanisms
that disperse different morphogen signaling proteins are
shared and are common to the many contexts in which these
proteins function. Therefore, models that cannot accommo-
date all of the different settings have limited biological
relevance.
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